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The accomplishment of the project is the basis
for further cross-border cooperation. The
partners  are seeing many opportunities for
social, cultural and economic activities. Also
has been developed a strategy for the tourism
border area of   Poland, Belarus and Ukraine.

Preparation of adequate infrastructure:1.
In each case is located a place where a roofed
concert stage, audience, tent square, new
technical infrastructure and cubature buildings
has been creating, buildings with cloakroom
and sanitary facilities, car parks. The facilities is
equipped with sound equipment, lighting,
monitoring. The whole is adapted to the needs
of people with disabilities.          

PROJECT DESRIPTION

The main assumption of the project is to promote
cultural and ethnic diversity of the Szczuczyn
regions in Poland, Szczuczyn in Belarus and Kovel
in Ukraine. As a result, three cross-border centers
for dialogue of cultures have been creating to
deal with the organization of events promoting                    
a common border culture.

According to the assumptions of the project,
each of the three partner cities have built an
infrastructure facility for their outdoor events,
widely promoting the culture of the
borderland.

HERITAGE

The main objective of the project have achieved
in consequence of:

  2.Increasing the attractiveness of the region
for the tourism and amplification cultural
service offers.

  3.Increasing the public's knowledge of the
cultural heritage of the partner countries and
promoting Polish, Belarus, Ukraine tourism
products and their services.


